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Abstract. This paper examines directed graphs related to convex polytopes. For each
fixedd-polytope and any acyclic orientation of its graph, we prove there exist both convex
and concave functions that induce the given orientation. For each combinatorial class of
3-polytopes, we provide a good characterization of the orientations that are induced by an
affine function acting on some member of the class.

Introduction

A graph is d-polytopalif it is isomorphic to the graphG(P) formed by the vertices and
edges of some (convex)d-polytopeP. As the term is used here, adigraph isd-polytopal
if it is isomorphic to a digraph that results when the graphG(P) of somed-polytopeP
is oriented by means of some affine function onP.

3-Polytopes and their graphs have been objects of research since the time of Euler.
The most important result concerning 3-polytopal graphs is the theorem of Steinitz [SR],
[Gr1], asserting that a graph is 3-polytopal if and only if it is planar and 3-connected.
Also important is the related fact that the combinatorial type (i.e., the entire face-lattice)
of a 3-polytopeP is determined by the graphG(P). Steinitz’s theorem has been very
useful in studying the combinatorial structure of 3-polytopes because it makes it easy to
recognize the 3-polytopality of a graph and to construct graphs that represent 3-polytopes
without producing an explicit geometric realization.

During the 1900s a theory of higher-dimensional polytopes and their graphs gradually
emerged. The most familiar property ofd-polytopal graphs is that they ared-connected
[Ba], and the most striking property is that for ad-polytopeP whose graph isd-regular,
the entire face-lattice is determined by the graphG(P) [BML], [Ka1]. Grünbaum wrote
two survey articles dealing with polytopal graphs [Gr2], [Gr3], and these graphs also
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played an important role in his book on convex polytopes [Gr1] and in Ziegler’s book
on the same subject [Zi].

In contrast to the broad study of polytopal graphs, attention to polytopal digraphs has
been much narrower. Except for some very recent papers [Ed], [ADRS], [AER], research
on polytopal digraphs has been largely confined to establishing bounds on the lengths
of monotone paths for various sorts of polytopes. (See [Kl], [KM], [To], [Ka2], [Ka3],
[Zi], [G ä], [GZ], [AZ], and [HK], and see [AZ] for additional references.)

We hope that the present article will open the door to a broader study of polytopal
digraphs. Its main accomplishment is adapting a proof of Steinitz’s theorem due to
Barnette and Gr¨unbaum [BG], and thereby obtaining a characterization of 3-polytopal
digraphs that is easily testable and thus facilitates the study, without constructing an
explicit geometric realization, of the digraphs that can arise when the edges of some
3-polytope are oriented by means of some affine function. We also include a short
discussion of the digraphs that result when the graphG(P) of ad-polytopeP is oriented
by means of a function that is convex or concave.

1. Statement of Main Result

An orientationof a graphG is a way of assigning a direction to each edge ofG, thus
turningG into a digraph. Whenf is a real-valued function whose domain includes the
vertex set of a graphG, we say thatf is admissiblefor G provided thatf does not attain
the same value at any two adjacent vertices ofG. Each function that is admissible for
G inducesan orientation by replacing each undirected edgexy by the directed edge−→xy
or−→yx according asf (x) < f (y) or f (y) < f (x). The resulting digraph is denoted by
D(G, f ). If a function does not attain the same value at any two vertices (whether or not
they are connected by an edge), it is calledstrongly admissible.

WhenC is a convex set, a functionϕ: C −→ R is convexif ϕ(αx+ βy) ≤ αϕ(x)+
βϕ(y) for each choice ofx, y ∈ C andα, β > 0 with α + β = 1. If this holds with≤
replaced by≥, the functionϕ is concave. The functionϕ is affine if it is both convex
and concave, and in this caseϕ can be extended to a functionϕ∗ on the entire ambient
spaceRd such thatϕ∗(αx + βy) = αϕ∗(x) + βϕ∗(y) for all x, y ∈ Rd andα, β ∈ R
with α+ β = 1. Of course the extensionϕ∗ is equal to a linear function plus a constant.

WhenP is a polytope in reald-spaceRd, anLP orientationof P’s graphG(P) is one
that is induced by some affine function onP that corresponds to an admissible function
for G(P). (Since adding a constant to a function will not change the orientation it induces,
any orientation induced by an affine function is also induced by a linear function. “LP”
is intended to suggest “linear programming.”) Thus a digraph isd-polytopal if and only
if it is isomorphic to an LP orientation of the graph of somed-polytope.

A pathin a graph is a sequence(v0, . . . , vk)of distinct vertices such that, for 1≤ i ≤ k,
the unordered pairvi−1vi is an edge of the graph. With respect to a given orientation
of the graph, the path ismonotoneprovided that each of the ordered pairs−−−→vi−1vi is a
directed edge of the digraph, and a path isantitoneprovided that each of the ordered
pairs−−−→vi vi−1 is a directed edge of the digraph. Thelengthof a path is the number of edges
it uses. A set of paths fromu to v is calledindependentif no vertex other thanu or v
appears in more than one member of the set.
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For an acyclic digraph, we define adetour to be a monotone path of length greater
than one whose endpoints are also connected by a single edge. IfM is a monotone path,
thenadding a detourto M means replacing a single edge ofM with a longer monotone
path having the same endpoints as the edge.

A vertexv of a digraphK is asourceif all edges incident tov are directed away from
v, and asink if all edges incident tov are directed towardv. Now our main result can be
stated as follows:

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that K is an orientation of a3-polytopal graph G. Then the
digraph K is3-polytopal if and only if it is acyclic, has a unique source and a unique
sink, and admits three independent monotone paths from source to sink.

Note that, since the graph determines the combinatorial type for 3-polytopes, Theo-
rem 1.1 specifies all LP orientations possible within a combinatorial type. It is easy to
find examples consisting of two combinatorially equivalent polytopesP andP′ and an
LP orientation ofG(P) such that the corresponding orientation ofG(P′) is not LP. (In
two dimensions, for example, any LP orientation of a rectangle must have source and
sink diagonally opposite, but a more general quadrilateral may possess an LP orientation
with source and sink adjacent.)

The “only if” in Theorem 1.1 follows from a previous result [HK] which we restate
in Section 3. The proof of “if,” given in Section 3, closely follows the “edge deletion”
proof of Steinitz’s theorem given by Barnette and Gr¨unbaum [BG]. Other proofs of
Steinitz’s theorem appear in [SR], [Gr1], [BG], [Zi], and [RG], but since they utilize
the dual of the given polytope they do not seem to be adaptable to deal with polytopal
digraphs.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 appears in Section 3, but we first devote a short Section 2
to orientations induced by convex functions. The following proposition plays a role in
both Sections 2 and 3.

Proposition 1.2. If G is a finite graph, then each orientation of G that is induced by
an admissible function is acyclic, and each acyclic orientation of G is induced by some
strongly admissible function.

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. For the second, suppose that an acyclic orientation
of the graphG = (V, E) is given. Call the resulting digraphK . Let n be the number
of vertices in the graph and letT denote the subset ofV that consists of all sinks in
K . Acyclicity implies thatT is not empty. Choose anyv ∈ T and setl (v) = n. Now
consider the acyclic digraphK\{v}. Take any sinkw in this smaller digraph and set
l (w) = n− 1. Iterating this process, we eventually define the functionl on all vertices
of the finite graphG. As defined,l is an injection hence it is strongly admissible. For
any directed edge−→vw, the vertexv will not be a sink untilw is removed, hence we must
havel (v) < l (w), soK = D(G, l ).

The functionl is called alevel functionof the digraphK .
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2. Orientations Induced by Convex or Concave Functions

It is well known [HH], [GK] that a convex functionf on a polytopeP attains its maximum
at some vertex ofP.

Further, if f is strictly convex, then each of its local maxima is attained at a vertex.
The following remark shows that knowledge alongP’s edges is sufficient to recognize
which vertices ofP constitute local maxima for a given convex function. This reduces
the recognition problem to a finite number of one-dimensional tests.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that P is a polytope, f is a convex function on P, andv is
a vertex of P. Then f attains a local maximum atv if and only if, for each edge E of P
incident tov, the restriction of f to E attains a local maximum atv.

Proof. “Only if” is obvious. For “if,” let x1, . . . , xk be the other ends of the edges of
P that are incident tov and suppose that, for eachi , the restriction off to the edge
vxi has a local maximum atv. Then each edgevxi contains a segmentvwi such that
f ’s restriction tovwi has a maximum atv. The rays that issue fromv and pass through
the various pointsxi are the extreme rays of a pointed convex coneC that has apexv
and containsP. From this it follows that the convex hullQ of the set{v,w1, . . . , wk}
is a neighborhood ofv relative toP. Each pointq ∈ Q can be expressed in the form
q = ∑k

i=1 λi qi with all λi ≥ 0,
∑k

i=1 λi = 1, andqi ∈ vwi . Since f is convex, it then
follows that

f (q) ≤
k∑

i=1

λi f (wi ) ≤
k∑

i=1

λi f (v) = f (v).

If the objective functionf is affine rather than merely convex, then either or both
occurrences of “local” can be replaced by “global” in the statement of Proposition 2.1.
This is an essential aspect of edge-following algorithms for linear programming.

The main purpose of this paper is to provide, in the next section, a good charac-
terization of the edge-orientations that can be induced on 3-polytopes (within a given
combinatorial class) by means of affine functions. First we prove Theorem 2.2, which
shows that, for an arbitraryd and an arbitraryfixed d-polytopeP, each acyclic orientation
of G(P) is induced by some convex and also by some concave function onP.

Now suppose that, for an admissible convex objective functionf on a polytopeP,
the resulting orientationK = D(P, f ) is known. Then it follows from Proposition 2.1
that each sink inK corresponds to a local maximum forf . Clearly all the global maxima
must be among the sinks. The following result shows that nothing more can be said about
local and global maxima if we know onlyD(P, f ) and the fact thatf is convex.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that P is a d-polytope inRd, V is P’s vertex-set, and K is an
acyclic orientation of P’s graph. Let T denote the set of all K -sinks in V, and let W
and M be any sets satisfying M⊂ T ⊂ W ⊂ V . ThenRd admits two convex functions
f and f and a concave function g such that the following conditions are satisfied:

the functions f, g, and f are all piecewise affine and admissible for G(P);
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each function induces the orientation K of G(P);
for each p∈ P, f (p) ≤ g(p);
over each face of P that is a simplex(in particular, along each edge), f and g agree

and are both affine;
for the restriction off to P, global maxima are attained precisely at the members of

M and local maxima are attained precisely at the members of W.

Proof. By Proposition 1.2, there is an admissible functionl on V that induces the
orientationK of G(P). Let

C = conv{(v, l (v)): v ∈ V} ⊂ P × R ⊂ Rd+1.

ThenC is a convex polytope inRd+1. UnlessP is a simplex (in which case the result is
trivial), we may assure thatC is (d+1)-dimensional by perturbing the values ofl while
preserving the orientationK induced byl . For eachp ∈ P, let f (p) andg(p) denote
respectively the smallest and the largest real numberη such that(p, η) ∈ C. It is evident
that, for eachv ∈ V , C intersects the line{v} × R in the single point(v, l (v)). Hence
f (v) = l (v) = g(v).

The graph off is the lower boundary ofC, and f (p) is the height atp of this lower
boundary above the hyperplaneRd × {0} in Rd+1. Similarly, the graph ofg is the upper
boundary ofC. Then f andg are respectively a convex and a concave function onP,
and each is an extension ofl so each induces the orientationK of G(P).

Now suppose thatp ∈ P, that F is the smallest face ofP containingp, and that
F is ak-simplex with verticesv0, . . . , vk. Then there is a unique expression ofp as a
convex combination of thevi —say p = ∑k

i=0 λi vi —and it is easily verified that the
intersection ofC with the line{p} × R consists of the single point(p,

∑k
i=0 λi l (vi )).

Hence f (p) = g(p) and it follows that, for each faceG of P that is a simplex,f and
g agree onG. Since f is convex whileg is concave, it follows that both functions have
affine restriction toG.

Now we want to extend each off andg to all ofRd in such a way that the extensions are
piecewise affine and are respectively convex and concave. The argument is essentially
the same for the two cases, so we consider onlyf . The graph of f is the union of
certain “lower” facets ofC. Let these beF1, . . . , Fm. Each facetFi lies in a hyperplane
Hi in Rd+1 such that the setC\Fi lies entirely aboveHi . That is, there is a linear
function8i : Rd+1 −→ R and a constantγi such thatFi ⊂ {(x, α): 8i (x, α) = γi } and
8i (y, β) > γi for all (y, β) ∈ C\Fi . Now we can define a functionϕi : Rd −→ R by
the condition that, for eachx ∈ Rd, (x, ϕi (x)) ∈ Hi ; equivalently,8i (x, ϕi (x)) = γi . A
routine exercise shows that each functionϕi is affine. Finally, for eachx ∈ Rd set f ∗(x) =
max{ϕi (x): 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. This is an extension off (hence ofϕ) to all ofRd and, as the
maximum of a collection of convex functions, it is convex. It is clearly piecewise affine.

It remains only to produce the convex functionf . We begin by constructing a function
f ′ in a fashion analogous to the construction off , except that, for all verticesv ∈ M , we
choose some sufficiently large integerµ and use(v, µ) instead of(v, l (v)) in defining
the polytopeC. SinceM ⊂ T , it is clear that f ′ still inducesK . For large enoughµ,
eachv ∈ M is a global maximum. Note that, sincef ′’s restriction to each edge is affine,
it follows from Proposition 2.1 that the local maxima forf ′ are precisely the members
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of T . Now for each vertexw ∈ W, let Hw be a hyperplane that strictly separatesw
from the set of all midpoints of edges ofP incident tow, and let the affine function
ψw: Rd −→ R be defined by the condition thatψw(w) = 1 andψw(y) = 0 for all
y ∈ Hw. Takeψ+w = max{ψw,0}. Finally, set

f = f ′ − 1
2 + 1

2

∑
w∈W

ψ+w .

Then f is convex. It induces the orientationK since f ′ is integer valued onV , f ′ and
f agree on the vertices inW, and f = f ′ − 1

2 on all other vertices ofP (hence their
relative order is unchanged). If eachHw is chosen sufficiently close tow, then each
vertexw ∈ W provides a strict local maximum for the restriction off to P. However,
at each vertexv ∈ V\W, the local behavior off agrees with that off ′ and hence (since
v /∈ T) v does not produce a local maximum forf .

3. Linear Orientations and 3-Polytope Combinatorial Classes

If a d-polytopeP is presented as the convex hull of a finite subset ofRd, the vertices and
edges ofP can be produced by routine applications of linear programming. When an
orientationK of P’s graph is given, linear programming can be used to decide whether
the orientation is LP. For this decision, letW denote the set of all points of the form
y − x where−→xy is a directed edge ofP. Then the orientation is LP if and only if the
origin does not belong to the convex hull ofW—and this can be tested by means of
linear programming. It follows that whenP is presented as the convex hull of finitely
many points with integer coordinates, it can be decided in polynomial time whether a
given orientation ofP’s graph is LP.

Now suppose that we are merely given an abstract graph or digraph and a positive
integerd, and we wonder whether the given object isd-polytopal. By reasoning similar
to that used by Gr¨unbaum for a different but related purpose [Gr1, pp. 91–92], there is
a (very slow) recognition algorithm based on Tarski’s decision method for real-closed
fields [Ta], [Re]. On the other hand, whend = 3 the theorem of Steinitz provides a
characterization that is testable in polynomial time for the undirected case. We obtain
such a characterization for the directed case by using (ford = 3) the following directed
analogue ofd-connectedness established in [HK].

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that f is an admissible affine function for a d-polytope P, and
x and y are vertices of P such that f(x) = min f (P) and f(y) = max f (P). Then in
the orientation of P’s graph induced by f there are d independent monotone paths from
x to y.

(Since f is affine each of the sets{x ∈ P: f (x) = min f (P)} and{x ∈ P: f (x) =
max f (P)} is actually a face ofP. Admissibility implies that each of these faces must
simply be a vertex. Hence the hypotheses imply thatf attains a unique minimum and a
unique maximum onP.)

We call a digraph 3-monotoneif its underlying graph is 3-polytopal and the digraph is
acyclic with a unique source, a unique sink, and three independent monotone paths from
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source to sink. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that each 3-polytopal digraph is 3-monotone.
The main result of this paper is that the converse is also true. That is, we want to prove
the “if” part of Theorem 1.1.

It is worth noting that Theorem 3.1 actually implies a stronger property. Sincef
determines an admissible affine function in every face-defining hyperplane, the theorem
implies that everyj -face hasj independent monotone paths from the face’s (relative)
source to its (relative) sink. Our definition of 3-monotone makes no explicit restrictions
on the 2-faces of the polytope.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 works by induction on the number of edges and consists of
two parts. The first part shows that each 3-monotone digraph has a “deletable” edge. The
second part shows that if the digraph that results from deleting an edge is 3-polytopal,
then the original digraph is also 3-polytopal.

To help clarify some details in what follows, we introduce some definitions and
notation. A digraphJ is contained ina digraphK if there exist two injections

ψ : vert(J)→ vert(K ) and
φ: edge(J)→ the set of allmonotonepaths inK

satisfying the following conditions:

for each edge
−→
ab of J, φ(

−→
ab) is a monotone path inK fromψ(a) toψ(b);

the interior of each path in image(φ) is disjoint from all other paths in image(φ).

A particular choice ofψ andφ is called anembeddingof J in K . With each embedding
(ψ, φ), we associate two subsets of vert(K ). The first is image(ψ). For anyψ , this set
has cardinality equal to that of vert(J); its members are called theactive verticesof
the embedding. The second set consists of all vertices in the interiors of those paths in
image(φ); its members are called thedormant verticesof the embedding. Even withψ
fixed, the cardinality of this set can vary with differentφ.

If an edge contained in an element of image(φ) possesses a detour that intersects
the embedding only at the detour’s endpoints, then we may add the detour to increase
the number of dormant vertices. Starting with any embedding, we may successively
modify it by adding available detours (ones whose interiors do not intersect the current
embedding) to arrive at an embedding that does not admit any detours.

Note that up to symmetry, the diagram on the left in Fig. 1 represents the unique acyclic
orientation of the complete graph on four vertices. LetD4 denote this orientation.

Lemma 3.2. Each3-monotone digraph contains D4. Further, the embedding may be
chosen so that the source and sink of D4 are sent to the source and sink of the digraph.

   

α

β

a

a

b

b

x x
y y

+
−

Fig. 1. Here are two different embeddings ofD4 in a digraph on the cube.x = ψ(−), y = ψ(+), a = ψ(α),
andb = ψ(β). The injectionφ may be inferred from the dark edges. The left cube shows an embedding with
three dormant vertices. The right cube shows an embedding with four dormant vertices.
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Fig. 2. Labels refer to vertices or darkened paths. From the nonmonotone connecting pathP we find either
a monotone connecting path (not shown) or a new quadruple(A, B′,C, P∗) where P∗ has smaller length
thanP.

Proof. Call the source of the 3-monotone digraphx and the sinky. We must find four
monotone pathsA, B, C, M that satisfy the following conditions: each ofA, B, andC
goes fromx to y; M goes from an interior vertex ofA to an interior vertex ofB; and
except for the intersections implied by the preceding two conditions, the pathsA, B, C,
andM are pairwise vertex-disjoint.

LetQdenote the set of all quadruples(A, B,C, P) that satisfy all the above conditions
except thatP is just a path in the graph (not necessarily monotone). We show first that
Q is nonempty.

Since K is 3-monotone with sourcex and sink y, there exist three independent
monotone paths fromx to y. Start with any such triple and note that, since our definitions
do not permit parallel edges, at least two of the three paths must have interior vertices.
Let u andv be interior vertices of different paths. SinceG’s graph is 3-connected,G
contains a pathP from u to v that missesx and y. We may take a subpath ofP, and
combine it with the original triple (appropriately labeled), to satisfy the above conditions
and produce an element ofQ.

Now let (A, B,C, P) be a quadruple inQ for which the length ofP is a minimum
(Fig. 2). Assume thatP connectsb ∈ B to a ∈ A. Starting atb, let p be the first vertex
of P where the “direction changes” (i.e., the subpath ofP from b to p is the longest
monotone or antitone subpath that includesb).

If this first segment is monotone, letS be a monotone path fromp to y. SinceK is
acyclic with unique sinky, such a monotone path must exist. From planarity,S must
encounterA or B before it encountersC. We claim thatSencountersA before reaching
y. The subpath ofP from b to p followed by the initial segment ofS up to A can
then serve as the monotone pathM connectingB andA to satisfy the conditions of the
lemma.

To justify the claim, note that ifS goes all the way toy before it encountersA, then
the minimality ofP in the quadruple(A, B,C, P) ∈ Q is contradicted by the quadruple
(A, B′,C, P∗) whereB′ is formed by followingB from x to b thenP to p followed by
S to y, and whereP∗ is the subpath ofP connectingp to a.

If instead, the first segment ofP is antitone, the proof is similar with the role ofS
being played by an antitone path fromp to x.

When a digraphK is 3-monotone we call an edgeE of K deletableif there exists
a 3-monotone digraphJ contained inK with an embedding(ψ, φ) such that image(φ)
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includes all edges ofK exceptE. As described in [BG], there are three possibilities for
the change in cardinality from vert(J) to vert(K ). If the deletable edge connects two
vertices that are active in(ψ, φ), then the two cardinalities are the same. Otherwise,
the new edge “activates” one or two dormant vertices and thus increases the cardinal-
ity of vert(K ) by one or two. Correspondingly,K has one, two, or three more edges
than J since each time a dormant vertex is activated it splits aJ edge into twoK
edges.

Lemma 3.3. For each3-monotone digraph K there exists a sequence of3-monotone
digraphs J0, . . . , Jk such that J0 is D4, Jk = K , and each Jn−1 is obtained from Jn by
deleting one edge.

Proof. Lemma 3.2 proves the existence of at least one embedding(ψ, φ) of D4 in K ,
whereψ takes the source and sink ofD4 to x (the source) andy (the sink) ofK . By
adding detours, if necessary, we arrive at an embedding(ψ0, φ0) which has no detours
available.

Now assume we have a sequenceJ0, . . . , Jn of digraphs, where eachJm−1 is obtained
from Jm by deleting one edge, and whereJn is contained inK with an embedding(ψn, φn)

which has no detours available. IfJn 6= K , we will show that it is always possible to
“add an edge” toJn to create aJn+1. (That is, we will find a monotoneK -path which
may be added to the embedding ofJn to create an embedding of a larger digraph,Jn+1,
which differs fromJn by a single deletable edge.) By assumption,Jn is a 3-monotone
digraph, but care must be taken to ensure thatJn+1 is a 3-monotone digraph as well.

SinceK is planar and acyclic, any digraph contained in it is planar and acyclic. The
process of “adding an edge” cannot create new sources or sinks. Further, sinceJ0 is
D4 and (by composing embeddings) eachJn containsJ0, eachJn+1 will still have three
independent paths from the unique source to the unique sink. Finally, it is routine to
verify that “adding an edge” cannot destroy the 3-connectedness of a graph.

Our one concern will be to ensure that the new object is actually a digraph. If the
proposed “new edge” (i.e., a monotone path inK whose endpoints belong tonth embed-
ding but whose interior is disjoint from it) is not properly chosen,Jn+1 will have parallel
edges. It is also routine to check that a proposed “new edge” will create parallel edges in
Jn+1 if and only if a single element of image(φn) contains both of the path’s endpoints
(Fig. 3). (Note that dormant vertices are contained in a unique element of image(φn),
active vertices are contained in at least three.)

   

M

ϕ(
−→
αβ) c

d

ba

N

ba

Fig. 3. Thicker lines indicate edges contained in the embedding(ψ, φ). All active vertices are labeled, with
a = ψ(α) andb = ψ(β). Adding the monotone pathM creates two parallel edges, but addingN does not
create any parallel edges since no element of image(φ) contains both of the path’s endpoints.
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Given the sequenceJ0, J1, . . . , Jn as described above, ifJn 6= K , then either:

(a) thenth embedding has no dormant vertices and one ofJn’s vertices is “missing
a K edge” (i.e., there is anα in Jn such thata = ψn(α) has greater valence than
α), or

(b) thenth embedding includes a dormant vertex.

Note: A greek letter always signifies a vertex ofJn, its corresponding vertex inK is
given the roman counterpart.

Case(a): When There Are No Dormant Vertices. If the nth embedding has no dormant
vertices, thenφn must take edges ofJn to single edges ofK . Letα be a vertex ofJn that
is missing aK edge and leta = ψn(α). Let b be the other endpoint of the missingK

edge, i.e.,
−→
ab or

−→
ba is an edge ofK that is not contained in image(φn).

If b happens to be in image(ψn), we may simply takeJn+1 to be the digraph that
results from adding a directed edge betweenα andβ = ψ−1

n (b). Since these are active
vertices, this would create a parallel edge only if an edge betweenα andβ already exists
in Jn. By hypothesis, this is not the case. Thus adding

−→
αβ or

−→
βα creates a 3-monotone

Jn+1.
To produce the(n+1)st embedding, takeψn+1 =ψn and begin withφn+1(

−→
αβ) = −→ab

(or φn+1(
−→
βα) = −→ba, respectively) then add detours to arrive at an(n+ 1)st embedding

with no detours available.
If b is not in image(ψn) and theK edge is directed froma to b, then consider any

monotoneK path fromb to the sinky. (The case where theK edge points fromb to
a is similar, with “monotone” replaced by “antitone” and “sink” replaced by “source.”)
Let c be the first vertex of this path that is contained in thenth embedding. CallM the
monotoneK path froma throughb to c. Let α = ψ−1

n (a) andγ = ψ−1
n (c). We now

form Jn+1 by adding a directed edge toJn from α to γ . Note that−→αγ does not already
exist in Jn sinceφn takes edges to edges, thenth embedding has no detours available,
andM is a detour to−→ac which only intersects thenth embedding at its endpoints.

To determine the(n+1)st embedding, again takeψn+1 =ψn and begin withφn+1(
−→αγ )

= M then add detours to arrive at an(n+ 1)st embedding with no detours available.

Case(b): Activating a Dormant Vertex. Letu be a dormant vertex in thenth embedding.
LetU be the element of image(φn) that containsu. (U is a monotoneK path.) Choose any
other vertexv contained in thenth embedding but not contained inU . As in Lemma 3.2,
the 3-connectedness ofK implies there exists a (not necessarily monotone) pathP from
u to v in K that avoidsU ’s endpoints. We may relabelv and take a subpath ofP to
ensure that no vertex in the interior ofP is contained in thenth embedding. (We may
need to replaceu with a different dormant vertex inU .) Set p0 = u. Within P, label
vertices where the “direction changes” asp1, p2, . . . , pl . (That is, the portion ofP from
pi−1 to pi is monotone; the portion frompi to pi+1 is antitone; etc.)

For eachpi that is a sink relative toP, consider any monotone path frompi up to the
sink y. (Acyclicity with a unique sink implies there is at least one such path.) Letsi be
the first vertex of this path that is contained in thenth embedding. CallSi the monotone
subpath leading frompi to si (Fig. 4). Similarly, for eachpi that is a source relative to
P, consider any antitone path frompi down to the sourcex. Let si be the first vertex in
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Fig. 4. Labels refer to vertices or darkened paths. Starting with a nonmonotone pathP betweenu andv, we
define two families of points and two families of monotone paths.Si connectspi to si andMi connectssi to
si−1.

this antitone path that is contained in thenth embedding. CallSi the antitone subpath
leading frompi to si . Defines0 to beu andS0 to be the trivial path fromu to u. Define
bothsl+1 andpl+1 to bev andSl+1 to be trivial. Finally, callMi the monotone or antitone
path that begins atsi , follows Si to pi , follows the portion ofP from pi to pi−1, then
follows Si−1 to end atsi−1.

Letsj+1 be the first element of{s0, . . . , sl+1} not contained inU . (Recall thatv = sl+1

is not inU .) Unlesssj andsj+1 belong to a single element ofφn, the pathMj+1 may
be used to create a “new edge” forJn+1, as we shall describe. Ifsj is active in thenth
embedding, letα be the corresponding endpoint ofφ−1

n (U ). (φ−1
n (U ) is an edge ofJn.)

If sj is dormant in thenth embedding, letα be a new vertex created in the interior of
φ−1

n (U ). Let W be an element of image(φn) which containssj+1. If sj+1 is active, then
let β be the appropriate endpoint ofφ−1

n (W). If sj+1 is dormant, letβ be a new vertex
created in the interior ofφ−1

n (W). We formJn+1 by adding toJn a directed edge between
α andβ (with orientation determined by the orientation ofMj+1).

To find the(n + 1)st embedding, we begin by using the same assignments as the
nth embedding, by settingψn+1(α) = sj andψn+1(β) = sj+1 and by sending the edge
betweenα andβ to Mj+1. (Note that “using the same assignments” implies that ifE
is an edge inJn which gets “split” into twoJn+1 edges, thenφn+1 must send the two
edges thus created to subpaths ofφn(E).) We then successively add detours to ensure
that(ψn+1, φn+1) has no detours available.

If sj andsj+1 do belong to a single element of image(φn), call this elementW. (W is a
monotoneK path.) In this casesj must be an active vertex. Letα be a new vertex created
in the interior ofφ−1

n (U ) and letβ be a new vertex created in the interior ofφ−1
n (W).

We form Jn+1 by adding toJn a directed edge betweenα andβ. Sinceα andβ are in the
interiors of different edges ofJn, the new edge will not be parallel to an existing one. As
described below, the(n+ 1)st embedding will sendα to pj−1 andβ to pj . The subpath
of P from pj−1 to pj determines the orientation of the new edge betweenα andβ.

We determine the(n+ 1)st embedding by first finding a new embedding forJn. Call
W′ the monotone path that results from replacing the section ofW from sj+1 to sj by
the pathMj+1 (Fig. 5). If j > 1, callU ′ the monotone path that results from replacing
the section ofU from sj−1 to sj−2 by the pathMj−1. If j = 1, setU ′ = U . (Sincesj

is an active vertex,j > 0.) The interiors of theMi contain no vertices—neither active
nor dormant—from thenth embedding. This implies that by replacingU with U ′ and
W with W′ we create a new embedding(ψn, φ

′
n) of Jn. To find the(n+1)st embedding,

we begin by using the same assignments as(ψn, φ
′
n), by sendingα to pj−1 andβ to pj ,
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Fig. 5. Labels refer to vertices or darkened paths. We defineU ′ by replacing the subpath ofU from sj−1 to
sj−2 with Mj−1. We defineW′ by replacing the subpath ofW from sj+1 to sj with Mj+1. The figure shows
the case wherej = 2.

and by sending the new edge (betweenα andβ) to the subpath ofP from pj−1 to pj .
We then successively add detours to ensure that(ψn+1, φn+1) has no detours available.

Thus we have shown that ifJn is contained inK but Jn 6= K , we may always “add
an edge” to create aJn+1. SinceK is finite, we must eventually arrive atJk = K . This
completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.

We omit the proof of the following lemma, since it concerns only the undirected graph
and it appears in detail in [BG].

Lemma 3.4. The totality of all vertices and faces of a3-connected planar graph, G,
may be arranged in a sequence in such a manner that each element is incident with at
most three of the elements that precede it in the sequence.Moreover,such an arrangement
exists even under the additional requirement that for any chosen edge E of G the two
vertices of E and the two faces containing E be placed at the beginning of the sequence.

The following result also concerns only undirected graphs. While it is true for directed
graphs as well, it is not convenient to prove it separately from the main result. It is proved
in detail in [BG], but we sketch the proof here to help clarify the directed case.

Lemma 3.5. If a graph G is3-polytopal and is obtained from a planar graph G′ by
deleting an edge(in the sense of the definition preceding Lemma3.3), then G′ is also
3-polytopal.

Proof. Intuitively, if we have a polytope that realizesG, then we first imagine “drawing
an edge” across the appropriate face to give us an object with the combinatorial structure
of G′. However, this object is not a polytope since the two newly created faces are
coplanar. We then “bend one face” slightly to produce a polytope. It is a nontrivial result
that such a bending may always take place without disturbing the combinatorial structure.
(In fact, such an operation may be impossible in higher dimensions.) The fact that this
is always possible for 3-polytopes follows from Lemma 3.4.

Lemma 3.4 implies that after “bending” one face, we may iteratively adjust the re-
maining faces to maintain the same combinatorial structure. As we “propagate” the
perturbation according to the sequence given by the lemma, each vertex is specified to
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be in at most three of the preceding planes (which have been only slightly perturbed
from previously intersecting in a point) and each plane is required to contain at most
three of the preceding points, hence we cannot run into a geometric impossibility from
our small perturbation.

Armed with the preceding lemmas, we may now restate the theorem of Steinitz in
combination with its directed analogue.

Theorem 3.6. A graph is3-polytopal if and only if it is planar and3-connected. If K
is an orientation of a3-polytopal graph, then the digraph K is3-polytopal if and only
if K is acyclic, has a unique source and a unique sink, and admits three independent
monotone paths from the source to the sink.

Proof. The undirected case would follow simply from an induction using the previous
lemmas. One minor complication arises in the digraph case. We must take pains to
ensure that each new edge receives the proper orientation. To do this, we use the entire
Jn sequence from Lemma 3.3. Let a “sequence function” for the digraph be any integer-
valued function on the vertices such that each directed edge points from the vertex with
lower function value to the vertex with higher value. Proposition 1.2 implies that for
any acyclic digraph at least one such function exists. Fix any sequence function. By
composing the embeddings implied by the containment sequence, we may identify the
vertices of eachJn with vertices ofK in a consistent manner. When choosing a polytope
and function to realizeJ0 = D4, we take the linear function to be thez-coordinate (height)
and take the four vertices to have heights equal to the value of the sequence function at
the corresponding vertices inK . Additionally, we may ensure that each bending is so
small that it has a negligible effect on the (integer-valued) heights of the vertices. Now,
whenever bending creates a new vertex, we can choose the bend to intersect the existing
edges at heights equal to the sequence function of the corresponding vertices inK . This
ensures that each new edge will have the proper orientation.

Again, we would like to emphasize the difference from the undirected case. IfJ is a
3-polytopal digraph that results from deleting an edge ofK , we do not claim that ANY
polytope plus linear function that realizesJ may be bent to realizeK . The new edge
might necessarily receive the wrong orientation. Rather, the proof shows that by starting
with a particular tetrahedron and linear function we may follow the entire sequence from
Lemma 3.3 to arrive at a polytope and linear function that induces the orientationK .

This completes the proof.

The undirected proof in [BG] shows that arbitrarily close (in the Hausdorff metric)
to any 3-simplex inR3 there are realizations of every 3-polytopal graph. Since all 3-
simplices are affinely equivalent, the above proof shows the same is true of realizations
of 3-polytopal digraphs.

Grünbaum [Gr1] showed that each combinatorial type of 3-polytope can be realized
by a 3-polytope whose vertices belong to the integer lattice inR3. It follows from our
argument that this extends to the lattice realization of an arbitrary combinatorial type
along with an arbitrary 3-monotone orientation of its graph.
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Gil Kalai asked us which linear orderings of the vertices of a given 3-polytopeP can
be induced, on some memberP′ of P’s combinatorial class, by some linear function that
is strongly admissible forP′. From the above proof of Theorem 3.6 it follows that the
linear orderings so inducible are precisely those for which the induced edge-orientation
satisfies the condition stated in the theorem.

Theorem 3.6 also yields an immediate corollary characterizing the line shellings of
3-polytopes. Any strongly admissible function determines a sequence of a polytope’s
vertices. A sequence of a polytope’s facets is called ashelling if it possesses certain
desirable properties, see [Zi]. There is a natural identification between the strongly
admissible linear orientations of a polytope and a special class of shellings (calledline
shellings) of its polar, see [DK]. The corollary below follows from this identification and
from the definition of a general shelling.

Corollary 3.7. For a fixed combinatorial class of3-polytopes, a shelling can be re-
alized as a line shelling on some member of the class if and only if there are three
independent monotone ridge-paths from the initial facet to the final facet of the shelling.

Finally, we state without proof a characterization of linear orientations ford-polytopes
with d+ 2 vertices. As described in [Gr1], the Gale transform of such a polytope lies in
R1. Further, the combinatorial class is determined by the respective numbers of points
with positive, zero, or negative coordinate. Each vertex of the polytope corresponds to a
point in the Gale transform, so a sequence of vertices naturally corresponds to a sequence
of points in the Gale transform. We say that a sequencemixes signsif some point with
negative coordinate precedes some point with positive coordinate and some point with
positive coordinate precedes some point with negative coordinate.

Theorem 3.8. A sequence of the vertices of a d-polytope with d+ 2 vertices arises
from a linear function acting on some member of the combinatorial class if and only if
the sequence mixes the signs of the corresponding points in the Gale transform.

We can use this characterization to find examples which illustrate that, even in four
dimensions, the “directedd-connectedness” of Theorem 3.1 is insufficient to ensure
that an orientation arises from a linear function acting on some member of a fixed
combinatorial class. (Consider neighborly polytopes.)

Applying the Gale transform tod-polytopes withd+3 vertices leads to a characteri-
zation of which orientations are inducible by a linear function acting on some member of
the combinatorial class. This will appear elsewhere, along with the proof of Theorem 3.8.
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